
Aurora's Evidence That Circulating Supply Meets Requirements 

 

Regarding the issue of circulating supply, we believe that challenger's proposal is entirely speculative 

and not evidential. The challenger has throughout been using expressions such as “I think,” “I 

suppose,” and “we expect.” No solid evidence is provided at all. 

 

AOA is fully consistent with the statement that: “At least 10% of the total supply is freely circulating 

in the market OR will be freely circulating after the token is released.” 

 

We are in communication with Coinmarketcap, which currently lists a circulating supply of 65.42%. 

 

Reference: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/aurora/ 

 

We respond to the Challenger’s speculation as follows: 

 

Part 1: FREE coin, BIO coin 

 

First, regarding the assertion that “Most of holders never touched their tokens after initial 

distribution.” 

 

Is there a necessary reason for holders to have a transfer record? AOA's holders are optimistic about 

AOA, and some big holders choose not to operate. We do not see any outstanding issues. 

 

Second, regarding BIO coin, etc., 

We find the Challenger’s claims to be preposterous. Most of AOA's holders have BIO and other 

currencies for the following reasons: 

 

1. Because Kcash is an AOA partner and a digital wallet. Most AOAs are stored in Kcash wallets. 

2. Kcash is a digital wallet, and Kcash's partners can choose of their own accord to airdrop 

tokens to Kcash wallets. Reference: www.kcash.com. 

3. The BIO project specifically recognizes AOA and considers AOA to be a quality project. 

Therefore, on April 13, 2019, a BIO airdrop of 500 tokens was distributed to AOA addresses 

in the Kcash wallet. Clearly BIO recognizes AOA as an emerging and important project that 

will offer recognition and visibility to BIO.  

4. Many people in the AOA community received 500 BIOs at the same time, including the top 

holders. 

 

So the explanation for this problem is obvious, and the Challenger’s suggestion is entirely specious.  

 

We submit for your consideration screenshots of the following: : 

1. Screenshot establishing Kcash as official partner wallet of Aurora chain. 

2. Screenshot of some regular Aurora investors receiving 500 BIO. 

 

Please observe that even ordinary AOA holders, that is to say not the top holders, received 500 BIO 

from the address: 

https://etherscan.io/tokentxns?a=0x33a99b2fc7a622872a5aa82d5c17189b044ea985. The BIO team 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/aurora/
https://etherscan.io/tokentxns?a=0x33a99b2fc7a622872a5aa82d5c17189b044ea985


airdropped the BIO token to the Kcash AOA address, not to specific, individual holders. As the 

evidence proves, not all BIO holders belong to the Aurora team.  

 

 



Part 2: DAO PlayMarket 2.0 token 

Part 3 : Developer address and link with PMT 

Part 4 : Additional evidences 

 

Explanation regarding Parts 2,3 and 4 

 

The Challenger’s accusations are based on the airdropped tokens, which we have addressed above. 

 

We do not understand the Challenger’s claim that these addresses belong to the team, by virtue of 

having the same airdrop token. As mentioned in our previous materials, some funds and individuals 

have invested in Aurora and the Aurora Foundation, and some funds have partnered with or 

invested in DAO PlayMarket 2.0 tokens, which is also very common in the blockchain industry. We 

have no way to spy on or speculate on the investments of our investors. Besides, we respect their 

privacy. 

 

We deem the Challenger’s suggestion that the team holds 90% of the circulating supply to be utterly 

false. The evidence we have submitted amply proves that the Challenger’s claims regarding the 

airdrop and circulating supply cannot be established. 

 

We insist Aurora Chain fully meets all requirements of ETHfinex listing requirements and we believe 

that the jurors will arrive at a fair decision. 

 

 


